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Notes on Undergraduate Teaching at Large State Universities

Martin Trow

The discussions and memoranda that have emerged from the Tufts

and Boston meetings have impressed me as imaginative and practical Ways

of improving the teaching of social science in many colleges and univer-

sities. At the same time, I have been struck by the irrelevance of

much of what has been said and written to the conditions of learning

and teaching in the very large public universities. These conditions,

some of which I mean to discuss, are not the same in all large public

' universities; indeed, they vary from department to department within

the same institution. And some of these conditions obtain in large

private universities as well. But where they are found, they limit

the kinds of educational innovations that are both possible and desirable

to introduce. Some of them are part of the very nature of large American

public universities, and are diffiLlult if not impossible to modify. It

may be helpful to reflect on some of the characteristics of large public

universities, their faculty and student bodies, since these character-

istics provide both the incentives and resources for educational reform,

as well as a special set of constraints and difficulties.

1. Resources

The large_state universities typically invest relatively smaller

resources in undergraduate teaching than do either leading private liberal

arts colleges or private universities. For example, in 1962 the University
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of California at Berkeley numbered 1311 full-time faculty who taught

roughly 16,300 undergraduates and 8,400 graduate students. In the

same year Michigan,had 1,174 full-time faculty teaching 19,600 under-

graduates and 10,400 graduate students. At the same time Harvard

1

(with Radcliffe) had 1400 full-time faculty teaching 5900 undergraduates

and 7600 graduate students; Princeton 521 full-time faculty for 3100

undergraduates and 1000 graduate students; and Amherst had 124 faculty

for 1000 undergraduates and a handful of graduates. These figures are

reflected in the fact that the introductory social science courses at

the big state universities are often taught by one or two faculty

members and a small army of teaching assistants in classes of five

hundred to a thousand, while classes of that size are very rare in the

leading private colleges and universities.

It is difficult using only published figures on faculty-student

ratios to compare with any precision the resources assigned to under-

graduate teaching in different institutions. We cannot subtract the

numbers of faculty attached to professional schools and departments,

since some of them do undergraduate teaching as well. By contrast,

some proportion of the faculty of the arts and sciences departments in

big universities do little or no undergraduate teaching. The number of

"full-time faculty" is itself misleading, especially in the "Federal

grant universities," since so many of them are almost permanently on

part-time research appointments, as well as on frequent full-time research

leaves. The definition and role of "part-time faculty" varies from

In a recent survey of the regular "full-time" faculty at Berkeley,
a third reported themselves as teaching "part-time."



institution to institution; in some universities and departments they

carry an important part of the undergraduate teaching load, while

elsewhere they are almost wholly on research appointments. The

number and function of graduate teaching assistants, associates, and

Fellows varies considerably. The "non-teaching" professional staff

members of research institutes do a significant but indeterminate

amount of undergraduate teaching, both formally and informally. And

so forth.

Nevertheless, and subject to correction by others with better

evidence, the evidence and impressions I have lead me to believe that

the undergraduates, and especially the first and second year students,

in big state unive.rsities ge' less of the regular faculty's time and

energy than is true in most other :kinds of colleges and universities.

(This says nothing about the .guality of the teaching they get as compared

with others elsewhere.) It is, of course, possible to mobilize faculty

resources for an experimental course even in the big public universities,

and to concentrate teachers at specific points in the curriculum t,

create local (and temporary) conditions that in terms of staff-student

ratio approximate those of private institutions. Such efforts are of

value, if only because they can serve to demonstrate the possibilities

of creative teaching under favorable conditions. But the overall paucity

of faculty resources in the undergraduate colleges of large state univer-

sities very greatly limits the kinds of reforms that can be widely

adopted throughout the institution. Either we find ways to increase
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those resources, or we must direct our thoughts toward the invention

of effective forms of teaching predicated on low faculty-student
1

ratios. And this latter poses somewhat different kinds of problems

than are faced by innovators in the leading private colleges and

universities.

The Teaching Assistant

The widespread employment of teaching assistants is L:he principal

means by which large public universities currently try to compenLate

for the relatively small numbers of "full-time equivalent" faculty

actually engaged In teaching undergraduates. Put another way, their

use is a way of enabling ti-ose institutions to commit relatively small

resources of faculty time cc: teaching_very large numbers of under-

graduates.

ie two most common and alternative ways of maintaining a program

of undergraduate education with a poor staff-student are (1) the

imposition of i undergraduate teaching on the existing

staff, and (2) large classes.
*

State colleges without large I_Lraduate

programs are known for their heavy teaching loads. Leading s'Late univer-

sities, with some exceptions, have opted for large classes, raturally

so in ltght of their interest in post-graduate training and-reseerch,

.necessarily so if men with such interests (and the scholarly distinction

Closed circuit television, "independent study," residence tmlls with
"faculty fellows," autonomouS colleges with their own faculty, and other
devices are also being used to meet the problem of scarce farmalty
resources in big universities. But these are more or less "experimental"
approaches whose effectiveness can be assessed and criticized. Teaching
assistants, in my view, are part of the problem rather than:contributions
to Its solution.



they earn) can be recruited in a briskly competitive market. Teaching

loads in the leading state universities, even apart from the substantial

number'of faculty on part-time research appointments, are comparable

to those of institutions with much more favorable faculty-student ratios.

Nevertheless, unlike the faculties of many European universities, where

the ratio of staff to students is even lower than at our state univer-

sities, we accept as important elements of undergraduate instruction

both the existence of classes small enough to allow student discussion

and questtons, and the close scrutiny of students' written work by the

instructor. But it is impossible in very large courses to give the

student the advantage of this close attention without the use of assistant

teachers whose time is devoted primarily to talking to students, in

class and offi.1P hours. The TA' , then, fill the gap created by

(a) a poor faculty-student ratio, (b) a research-minded faculty, and

(c) the American conception of undergraduate education involving some

measure of direct contact between student and teacher.

Nevertheless, while the TA system has the appearance of inevi-

tability arising out of scarce resources, it is a poor solution to the

problem, both educationally and administratively.

1. TAs are often poor teachers. Graduate departments in the

big state universities admissions are relatively unselective: many

admit one of every two applicants. A large intake ensures that a

department will have reasonable numbers of first-rate graduate students,

but the majority are often not highly able or strongly commited to
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the discipline. Yet the demand for TAs, together with the competitive

attractions of fellowships and RAs and Associateships, ensures that a

fair proportion of As are among the less able studeuts in the.department.

2. Apart from abilities, the TA is, by the nature of his circum-

stance, often poorly equipped or motivated to be a good undergraduate

teacher. His performance as a TA has little or no bearing on his

future career, or even on his progress through the department. He has

a heavy load of course work, reading and writing, all of which is clearly

important to his short-range career in his discipline. In addition,

his attitude toward the faculty is often quite ambivalentboth dependent

and resentful of their demands and authority. The iconoclastic and

debunking graduate student is familiar to us all. These attitudes are

natural and appropriate to the graduate student's situation; he is

often defining his own style and intellectual posture over against those

of his teachers, and a measure of lively intellectual resistance on the

part of graduate students is a healthy aspect of their relation to the

faculty. But these same attitudes are not so useful when they inform

a. TA's work with a group of undergraduates. What is part of a lively

dialogue in a fraduate seminar or in his relations with his thesis

:Ivisor too often appears as dogmatic and resentful sabotage of a

faculty member's efforts to develop an approach to a subject in an under-

graduate course. The harried, insecure, and often resentful graduate

student is a poor instrument through which to carry a major part of

undergraduate teaching, that part moreover which brings him into direct
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iiontact with students unequipped to challenge his assertions,

3. In an effort to make a virtue of what has seemed a necessity,

it is sometimes argued that the experience the TA gains in teaching is

a useful part of his professional training. In the abstract, of course,

it i . But in the event, TAs get precious little training for their

future roles as teachers. As we know, despite pious wishes to the

contrary most TAs get little supervision or help from the instructor

of the course on their work in their sections. More important is the

fact that TAs do not design the courses they "teach." In this respect,

their experience as TAs is no preparation for their first real teaching

job, where their major task is to create a course, a distinctive approach

to a subject and a set of "methods" for presenting it. To teach a

course is tc make a series of decisions, in part "intellectual," in

part "methodological" -- decisions about the nature and scope of the

course, what should be dealt with and what excluded, what emphasized

and what slighted, what read and what discussed, The TA makes few or

none of these decisions; he teaches someone else's course, is guided

by someone else's conception of the subject and its proper organization.

Ordinarily he has little or nothing to say about the textbooks or assigned

reading, the sequence of lectures or the treatment of ideas in them.

His own freedom in his section is more like a bull-session after class

than it is like the job of teaching he will have after leaving graduate

school. Any graduate student gains far more experience of the nature

of.teaching if he teaches a course in Extension or at a nearby junior

college.



4. The institution of TAs has other faults as well. We are

all concerned- with the inordinate length of time it takes for Our

graduate sLudents to earn their degrees and begin their productive

careers. Berelson makes clear that, on average, this is a result of

students having to do jobs while in graduate school that do not contri-

bute directly to their training and preparation of their dissertations.

The dependency of many students on TAships as a major source of financial

support certainly contributes to the slow movement of so many of them

through the department.

TAs also paradoxically distract faculty members from their under-
.

graduate teaching. Especially in the large introductory courses, a good

deal of the teacher's time is spent organizing, coordinating, and

administering the work cf the TAs. Teaching for those faculty members

becomes increasingly the task of administering and overseeing the work

of others -- though this rarely involves actually supervising and

criticizing their classroom work in their sections. This is an important

though largely concealed drain on the cime and energies of those who

teach the large undergraduate courses.

5. The necessity of providing a body of TAs for undergraduate

.courses restricts the freedom ofDepartments to reform their graduate

programs As I noted above, the average length of time required to gain

the doctorate, in many disciplines, is directly related to the amount

of paid work students undertake outside their curriculum. The money

available to graduate students from federal and private sources in the

8
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form of fellowships without work obligations is increasing. Many

universities are now able to provide full stipends to all or a major

portion of their graduate students for the bulk of their time In graduate

study. But such funds make it more difficult to staff undergraduate

courses with TAs (and to some extent, to fill the need for research

assistants as well). Moreover, to the extent that such fellowships

do flow into a department, and to the =re able students, the average

quality of TAs must fall. This is also true of money for research

assistantships, which are also competitive for better students with

TAships, and which are often more attractive in offering a cloer

relationship to a faculty member and in providing the basis for a thesis

or dissertation.

The necessity of providing TAs also aeakens control over the .

..numbers of graduate students. A persuasive argument can be made that,

many graduate departments should admit fewer graduate students than they

do, restrict entry to students who show distinct promise of being able

to attain the Ph.D., and then give them the personal attenZion and

financial support that i6 now diffused' among a large number of relatively

weak students, most of whom drop out before gaining the doctorate. The

argument should be debated on its merits; my.point here is that it is

.difficult to see how a department could introduce such a reform,coupled

with a more generous supply of graduate fellowships, and still recruit

the "required" number of TAs.

Thus, I suggest, the present burden of staffing our undergraduate.
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courses with TAs (a) inhibits the search for "free" financial support

for-graduate students; (b) exteUds the length of time students take

to earn the degreev and (c) reduces the freedom to review and reform

the character of graduate programs. Over time, moreover, the competition

of other sources of support must lead to a progressive lowering in

the quality of students who can be found for the TAships. If true,

these constitute a heavy price to pay for the TA system, quite apart

from its effects on the undergraduates, on the TAs, and on the relations

of graduate students to faculty that I spoke of earlier.

It is easier to condemn the TA system than it is to suggest ways

of organizing undergraduate instruction in the big state universities

without it. But if we are searching for ways to improve the quality

of teaching in the social sciences, then in the state universities we

could not do better than to begin with the TA system. We are so

delighted to get someone to talk to students in introductory courses

we scarcely inquire what they say to them. Yet my own belief is that

while a routine, textbook-bound introductory course may not be greatly

harmed by the Tk-section system (if indeed it can be harmed by anything),

it is quite another question to create a more ambitious introduction

to the social sciences which depends on TAs for the major part of the

direct interaction with the students. This is of course closely linked

to the question of resources, as I have suggested; but I think it would

be a pity if we design ingenious new courses, focused on stimulating

problems and reading lists, and then ignore (as we largely do now) what

goes on in the section meetings.

10



One response to all this will surely be the rhetorical question:

"This all may be so, but how else are the big state universities to

teach very large numbers of undergraduates, support the bulk of their

graduate students over part of their graduate training, and keep faculty

teaching loads low enough to recruit and retain research-minded men?"

My chief objection to the TA system is that it prevents us from asking

those questions seriously rather than rhetorically. I do not have

confident answers to those questions, though I believe that a genuine

improvement of undergraduate education at large state universities will

require that we find some answers to them.

3, The Faculty

It is risky .to generalize about the faculty members of large

state universities, if only because there are so many of them, doing

so many different kinds of educational jobs. But if we restrict our

views to the staffs of the social science departments, one generalization

can safely be made: by and large, these are men who by self-selection

and university policy are primarily oriented toward research and graduate

training, rather than to undergraduate teaching. The difficult and

often unrewarding conditions of undergraduate teaching at the big state

universities are no secret. Men who are deeply interested in under-

graduate education are simply not likely to want to go to a big state

university; or if there, they are likely to leave as soon as possible.

In the favorable job market that has prevailed over the past decade,

social scientists by and large are able to find jobs in the kinds of

institutions they prefer.
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lIn the leading state universities, retention of faculty, and

even 4re recruitment, is primarily on the basis of scholarly achievement

or promise. It is a commonplace (and often a reproach as well) that the

rewards in a large university are weighted heavily toward publication

and the reputation that publication earns. This reward structure is

hard to modify; it has behind it the powerful interest of both the

institution and the departments, the reputations of both of which, in

a rough way and over time, are products of the aggregate scholarly and

scientific reputations of their faculty. (And behind this lies the fact

. that rewards in scholarly and scientific disciplines are given to those

who contribute to knowledge, and who make their contributions known

through publication)

Even where the institution expresses an interest in rewarding

teaching ability, it has difficulty in knowing and RGsessing teacher

talents, difficulties magnified by the size, heterogeneity and rapid

turnover of the student body, and the consequent absence of an under-

graduate community in which enduring relationships and a dense network

of communications among teachers and students can generate consistent

and reliable assessments of teachers as teachers. Men at leading state

universities are typically ambitious for academic reputation and advancement.

This results in a continual climate of assessment, but also in a strong

sentiment that assessments be "fair," based on universalistic criteria,

and accurate. The evidence bearing on a mants teaching effectiveness

in these universities is usually neither adequate nor convincing to

12



the men (administrators or colleagues) who make the assessments.

And typically, reports of teaching effectiveness are given little

weight in retention or promotion decisions.

The difficulties are Illustrated by-one large state university

which some years ago initiated a largely symbolic prize for excellence

In. teaching to be awarded annually to three or four young faculty

members below tenure rank. After a few years the prize-awarding commit-

tees realized they were giving awards to the skill and persuasiveness

of supporting letters, rather than to teaching skills. Moreover, the

nominations and awards typically went to men who had created some new

course or curriculum, or devised some new way of linking labs and

demonstrations to lectures. These are no doubt worthy activities,

but they were rewarded not only because they were worthy but also because

they produced written evidence -- course outlines, syllabi, and so forth.

Skill and devotion in reading papers and talking to students produces

no such evidence; popularity among students (who axe unqualified to

judge mastery of a subject) earns less admiration from colleagues than

suspicion of demagogy and showmanship.

But all this is less important than the critics of "publish or

perish" believe These critics, who range from John Gardner to the New

Left, imply that the pressures of the institution for publication force

faculty members to write when they would rather teach -- that these

Thus, awards were being made not for "excellent teaching," but for
persuasive accounts of educational innovations, which are quite a
different thing.
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pressures are largely external to the university teacher, who is

thereby diverted from his real interest In the undergraduate. My own

..impression is that university teachers make more sev demanda on

themselves for research than their institutions do, and that their

primary interest in research and their.graduate stt.ents is their

**
central motivation in academic life. 'The big university does not

whip or seduce an unwilling body of teachers into research and publi-

cation; it recruits research-minded men, and then rewards them for doing

what it broUght them to do, certainly reinforcing their research inali-

nations in the process.

It is also sometimes charged that university teachers are indif-

ferent to undergraduates, and take little interest in their undergraduate

**
For the majority it is certainly not teaching! When a sample of

Berkeley faculty was asked recently "What proportion of the faculty
members here would you say are strongly interested in the academic
problems of students?" only a third answered "almost all" or "over
half," as compared with 85-90% giving those responses among the faculty
at three selective liberal arts colleges. The faculty's judgments of
their colleagues is closely reflected in their students' judgments of
them: when asked the slightly different question "What proportion of
the faculty members here would you way are really interested in students

. and their problems?" about a third of a recent graduating class at
Berkeley. answered "almost all" or "over half," as compared with between
50-60% giving those responses at 7 other public and private colleges
(not universities). The Berkeley faculty does not think much of itself
as a teaching faculty either: only 38% thought that "more than half" of
their colleagues could qualify as "superior teachers," as compared with
between two-thirds and 90% of the faculty members at three selective
liberal arts colleges who think of a majority of their colleagues as
superior teachers. On the other hand, two-thirds of the Berkeley
sample had published five crt more scholarly or scientific.papers, as
compared with only a third at the most distinguished liberal arts colleges.

14
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courses. Speaking of teachers in social science departments in large

universities, I think it a fairer generalization that by and large they

have a genuine though limited interest in undergraduate teaching. Among

the multiple demands on their time from their own research, their graduate

students and courses, departmental and university administration, public

service and consulting to governmental and scientific agencies, under-

graduates typically do not get first priority; neither are they at the

bottom of the list. But the search for devotion to teaching as a sign

of grace, to which we are led by the more evangelical critics of the

. large university, distracts us from asking how the university teacher

discharges his responsibility to his undergraduates. Not surprisingly,

it is usually in ways that are congruent with his temperament, interests,

and other work, all of which have him typically developing and expounding

new ideas, and criticizing the contributions of others,. I believe that

social science teachers in large universities typically take great

pains with the preparation of their lectures in undergraduate courses.

They work hard at finding ways of communicating the perspectives of

social science to naive students; they choose their illustrations with

care; they continually rework their notes to introduce new findings

and approaches; they are especially good at presenting social science as

a process of discovery, emphasizing the provisional and tentative

quality of all knowledge, of every formulation. Perhaps they rarely

ask their students to reflect on the moral implications of what they

study, perhaps not much more often do they raise questions about the
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meaning of these findings for the students' own lives. But t1y do

Ask very often: how do we know this? what is the evidence fc that?

and, closely related, how did someone come to find this out? 'hese

are, not surprisingly, the questions they are constantly askinA of their

own work and that of others.

All this leaves something wanting for the contribution of social

science to liberal education. At its worst it encourages passivity or

a prematurely and narrowly professional attitude toward the social

sciences. But the critics also overlook its strengths: the breadth

of substantive knowledge presented, the theoretical and methodological

sophistication of the teachers, their steady search for meaning in a

welter of detail, and the morality implicit in the canons of evidence

and the disciplined pursuit of truth. Efforts to reform undergraduate

teaching in the social sciences in the public universities might better

root themselves in the strengths of the university teachers, rather

than be predicated on qualities reformers might wish they had .

Part of the motive for teaching, and many of its rewards, lie

in the quality and character of one's students, and in the value that

teachers place on those qualities. Social science teachers of an evan-

gelical bent at new experimental colleges look for signs of "enthusiasm"

(in the religious sense) among their students; they talk of "turning

students on" and find rewards in the immediate response of students

who move from apathy and cynicism to a passionate involvement with and

moral indignation toward social injustice.
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Teachers tend to value in their students qualities they themselves

possess. It is relevant, then, in considering the rewards of under-

graduate teaching in state universities to observe that the teachers

and the students at those institutions are on average less alike in

the quaj_ities that university faculty members value than are students

and teachers in most other kinds of colleges and universities. Apart

from the minority of deeply dedicated teachers, university faculty ordi-

narily give serious attention to their students when their students are

able, studious, intellectually motivated or lively; or when their

students, by virtue of their social origins or the status of the univer-
.

sity itself, are likely to be the future leaders of the society. The

first of these motives operates at the highly selective liberal arts

colleges, universities and technical institutes; and in the graduate

departments of state universities, The second was the motive at the

Ivy League colleges before World War II (when they were not highly

selective academically). Both motives operate now at Harvard, for

example, though there is a steady shift in importance from the second

to the first motive. But neither of these conditions are really met

at the undergraduate level of big state universities. Of course in

their enormous student bodies they include both gifted students and

future leaders, but the numbers of both categories are relatively small

and diluted by the large numbers of quite "ordinary" youngsters who

are going to achieve neither wealth, nor power, nor intellectual distinction.

Whether or not it should, I am afraid this fact does affect the amount

17
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of himself the ordinary state university faculty member puts into

his teaching of undergraduate students. (But this is not inconsistent

with his putting a good deal of himself into his undergraduate Courses.)

4. State University Undergraduates

Little of the discussion of undergraduate teaching I have seen

has taken note of the fact that some undergraduates are dull, many ill-

educated and barely literate, others profoundly uninterested in their

education apart from the cash value of the diploma, still others down-

right hostile to learning which cannot justify itself by narrow

conceptions of short-run practicality. All of these attitudes and

qualities of mind are relatively rare in the selective liberal arts

colleges and private universities, which recruit not only the most

able, but, by and large, the most sophisticated youngsters of college

age. But the teacher in the big state uriversity sees these qualities

and attitudes in abundance. Any social science curriculum designed for

that kind of institution must take into account two facts about the

intellectual and cultural resources of state university students:

first, that on average, they are academically less able, less highly

motivated, and in possession of less of the common coin of intellectual

discourse, than are students on average in the selective private colleges

and universities. Second, and equally important, the big state univer-

sities also recruit a very heterogeneous student population, which

includes substantial numbers of highly able, motivated and culturally

sophisticated students as well as large numbers less well equipped for
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higher education.

/For example, Berkeley has 27,500 students, of whom about 17,000

are undergraduates. We currently admit over 5000 Freshmen every year.

The Berkeley student body is not only very large; it is also very

heterogeneous. The great variety of students is visible immediately

to a casual observer; young boys and girls just out of high school,

many still living with their parents, mingle on the campus with men and
7

women in their late twenties and early thirties, well along in their

graduate careers, enough of them with school age children of their own

to overcrowd nearby elementary school systems. The differences are not

only of age and maturity, but of basic attitudes and life styles: we

have in the same classrooms well-to-do young sorority and fraternity

members, sober commuters attending the equivalent of the local city

college with eyes firmly fixed on a degree and a job, political activists

with a summer or two in Mississippi behind them, bohemians and explorers

in search of an identity, young scientists and scholars deep In research

and study.

.Differences in breadth of knowledge and sophistication are equally

striking: at a torld-renowned center of study and research on politics

and government, a quarter of the entering Freshman class recently could

not name the Secretary of State; half had never read a book of poetry

for pleasure.
*

Variations among the students in academic potential are

By contrast, well over 90% of I-he entering Freshmen entering three
selective liberal arts colleges imew the name of the Secretary of State;
three quarters had read a book of poetry for pleasure. Only 1 in 10 of
the students entering the state university reported owning more than 75
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even more drastic. If we look at the Scholastic Aptitude Test Verbal

Profile as a crude measure of readiness for college work, and compare

the entering classes of 1960 at Berkeley with those at Harvard; Stanford,

C 1 Tech and M.I.T., major private universities with whom we compete

for faculty, graduate students and research grants, the contrast in

the quality of their entering classes is startling. At the four private

universities, between 70 and 90 per cent of their entering Freshmen

had SAT Verbal scores of over 600. At Berkeley the comparable figure

was 30%. At the other end of the scale, none of the private universities

reported more than two per cent of their entering students with Verbal

scores of under 500; Berkeley admitted nearly a third of its Freshmen

with scores of 500 or below -- this despite the fact that Berkeley

is one of the more selective of state universities, admitting students

who have been in the top twelve or thirteen per cent of their high

school graduating classes. But these distributions, interesting as

they are,conceal the fact that Berkeley's very large entering classes

ensure that we have as many highly able students as these other selective

private universities. In 1960 Berkeley admitted "only" 4200 Freshmen,

as compared with the more than 5000 today.' Yet even then we admitted

420 students with SAT Verbal scores of over 650, and almost a thousand

with SAT scores of over 600, more at that level than entered M.I.T. and

Amherst combined. On the other hand, in that same year we admitted over

*(cont. from pitevious page)

books; at the three selective liberal arts colleges between a fifth
and a third of the students owned that many. Half of the Freshmen at
the university owned fewer than 15 books, as compared with 20-30% at
the three colleges.
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500 students with SAT(V) scores of under 450, and over a thousand with

scoresiof under 500, three times as many with scores that low as entered

Kutztown State College in Pennsylvania. In other words, on this or

other measures of academic ability, we have in the same institution

and within the same classrooms and lecture halls, groups that match

the entering classes of some of our most distinguished colleges and

universities side by side with replicas of the entering classes of'far

more modest institutions.

I do not want to lay too great a stress on SAT scores. We have

good comparative figures on them, and they give us a sense of one kind

of variation, and a not unimportant one, in the student body at Cal.

But the equally wide variations in student attitudes, orientations,

motivations, cultural styles are perhaps more important for the character

of the institution, and for the problems it faces. For example, I have

referred elsewhere to a crude typology of student subcultures, to which

I have given the names "collegiate," "vocational," "acade;aic," and

"non-conformist." Students having these different orientations to their

education differ in other important respects as well -- in their life

experience before entering college, in what they hope to do and be after

leaving, and In their current relation to the university in all its

aspects. In the selective liberal arts colleges and leading private

universities, the enormous growth in demand for college places since

See Appendix 1.



World War II and the increased selectivity this has allowed has led

to a decline it the old Collegie.te culture of College fun and gaMes,'
.

deeline also; in vocationalism. We .find:in those insti-
:

,predominance of-_eble,acedemiceily Oriented students .thelgreat-.

majority of Whom ate going on to::graduate and.profeSsional school, with
. .

a leavening of intellectually7Orientednontdonformiges."
.

BerIceley, as at other big ,st.see uniVertitles,.:.but'by contraak with the:

Almlective colleges and. UniversitieSi.students .withoollegiate-and
,

narrowly vocational orientations 'are in the great majority. Their

attitudes and values permeate the world of the undergraduate and are

force which the undergraduate teacher in those universities

either fights or ignores (mOre commonly ihe latter). -The big stete

uniVersities do not' differ in this,respect,from the four.year state-

:college6 or indeed,ifrom most Other
.

-country, apart fromthe most selectiVe institutionS.

ccaleges and-univerSities.

.
P

BUt they do differ from other less seleciive institiation6'in two reepecis:

first, in also including large numbers of students who iti ability, libti-
.

--.vetion and sophistication reSeMble the.stUdents in thebest liberal:Arts.-

and.sedond, in the range of,ComPetitive intekestS .and acti-

the faculty.. State univerSitieS:are.:.not ACedemic c6mmunitieb;

theyere.collections of conmunitieS and aggiegateg.ofstudents. At.

A.east some of our difficulties, not-leest in our efforts to teiCh

4undergraduate sociei Science, have arisen out of our indifference

the cOmplex societies that 'th'eSe-cOmprise.
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/The existing curriculum, and especially at the introductory

level,;at most state universities takes very little note of this

diversity within their student bodies. If we are concerned to improve

the quality and relevance of undergraduate social science teaching at

these institutions, we might start by learning more about the diverse

intellectual resources of our students, and then try to design differ-

entiated programs and courses of instruction with these differences in

mind. Some university departments already offer different introductory

courses for prospective majors, and for all others. My own belief is

that a professed inclination to major in a subject is one of, the least

useful bases for distinguishing among studonts, quite apart from its

tendency to encourage (or indeed, require) a premature decision, one

which might better be postponed by most students till the end of the

second or beginning of the third year. And there are the honors courses,

typically offered only to majors late along in their undergraduate

careers. These do select, more or less, for academic performance and

apparent motivation, but do not meet the problem of the introductory

course, nor of the place of the social sciences in liberal education --

and those are the big problems. But surely we ought to be able to

design courses for students who indicate a willingness to work beyond

the requirements of the ordinary introductory course. Perhaps we can

.even attempt the more difficult task of designing a distinctive "intro-

ductory" course for students who aie already at home in the social sciences

when they enter college -- who have read history, anthropology, archeology

2 3
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with a personal interest and curiosity before arriving in college.

And that might be a quite different course from one designed for those

whose whole conception of social science has been gained from high

school texts in American history and civics, and to whom the modes

of thought of university social scientists are utterly unfamiliar

and bewildering,

Differentiation among social science courses currently takes

place in a variety of informal ways. Different subjects, through their

reputations and images, recruit students of very different abilities

and motivations. Within subjects there is the subterranean lore about

mickey mouse tt courses that take little time or effort, A sociology

department can attempt to reshape its clientele by introducing a

difficult statistics requirement, in part to screen out girls with

mild interests in social welfare But generally, big university social

science departments deal with diversity among their students by grading

them rather than by teaching them differently.

The difficulties that attend explicit recognition of diversity

among students are very great, and perhaps insoluble. Quite apart from

the problems of selection and differentiation (on what bases and through

what instruments?), there are the problems attendant on concentrating

the least sophisticated (or motivated or able) in one class. Who is

to teach them? How is that task to be kept from appearing (and being)

a specially onorous burden, or the mark of second class citizenship in

the academic community? And what of the effects on the less able (or
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motivated or sophisticated) of draining off the more able (motivated, .

sophisticated) -- a problem we are more familiar with in the guise-of

de facto school segregation? It may be that these problems presented by

the enormous student heterogeneity in big universities are too great

to deal with except as we do now. But if so, then this too is something

that reformers should know, since this diversity will pose problems

if we continue to bring it within a single classroom as well as if it

becomes the stimulus for a curriculum that attempts to reflect the

diversity of student resources and interests.

5. The Organizational Patterns of Large State Universities

This imposing subhead points to a subject about which I think

little is known, especially as it bears on the possibilities and processes

of educational innovation. My impression is that departments have

considerable discretion in determining the content and character of

their course offerings, and in the allocation of their resources among

their own offerings. There is considerably greater difficulty about

developing courses across disciplinary lines; these typiCally need the

support, or at least the approval, of a Dean of the local College of

Letters and Sciences (or its equivalent) as well as of a Course Committee,

typically drawn from the.College as a whole. Again, my impression is

that Deans are usually more hospitable to experiments and innovations

than are faculty committees; professors of chemistry and French often

stubbornly demand that a new course in the social sciences be justified

as equally "tough," demanding and professionally respectable as the course
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it is intended to replace. (An experimental interdisciplinary course

recently introduced at one large state university-covering the first

two years and affecting on-125 students out of 5000, would have been_

killed by the local Committee on Courses if it had not been appealed.

to the whole body of faculty of the College.) The receptivity to new

interdisciplinary courses will certainly vary as between institutions

and departments; in many cases, a determined effort by a group of deeply

conunitted faculty members may win them permission to go ahead. More

university teachers will support such efforts, and even take part in

them, than will make the investment of time and energy needed to fight

them through the machinery of the institution. A good deal of the

fresh thinking about introductory courses in social science has centered

on the value of interdisciplinary courses, My own inclination would

be to see whether fresh approaches to undergraduate teaching could not

be developed by members of a single department, many of which include

within their own membership a quite wide range of interests and orien-

tations, (My impression is that as some social science departments

become more-narrowly "professional" and specialized, others, equally

large and sprawling, make a virtue of their size by becoming more

catholic and flexible in their conceptions of their boundaries, and are

genuinely 'interdisciplinary"_within themselves.) Or two departments

might find ways of offering joint introductory courses within the nominal

framework of-the existing course structure, pushing to the limits the

considerable discretic..n they have of making internal innovations and

26
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evading where possible large pronouncements to the world of their.novel

and experimental intentions. It may be that innovations could thus be

made more frequent and casual and informal, as well as easier to

accomplish. It is sure that if every innovation is a major "project"

requiring sustained exhortation, justification, and vote-getting, there

will not be many of them in the big universities.

Our big universities seem to show an odd combination of cumbersome

rigidity at the college and university level along with considerable

freedom and flexibility within the department. The autonomy of the

department (as -the administrative form of the scholarly discipline),

coupled with the fact that most faculty members have their attentions

fixed elsewhere, affords the individual faculty member a freedom that

arises out of other people's ignorance and indifference to what he is

doing. But this freedom is dispelled if a faculty member demands that

the institution give approval and support for his innovations, as he

must do if he is asking additional resources from the university, or.

for changes in formal requirements or course titles or something similar.

There is a strain in large universities, as in other large organizations,

toward the standardization of rules and procedures, and toward their

extension to all to whom they might legitimately be applied. Thus it

is difficult to introduce non-graded courses, for.example, without the

t-7
External grants for the support of educational innovations should

certainly increase our freedom to experiment with the curriculum. But
this will raise the question of the survival of "successful" experiments
if and when external support ends; or whether indeed we ought not welcome
the necessity to terminate our "experiments" before they become firmly
institutionalized.
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acceptance of general university rules governing their use. In part

this arises out of the pressures for administrative convenience and
V

consistency. In addition, there is the sense that all students should

be treated similarly, and subjected to the same standards and general

procedures.

Yet there are, in every big university, very great differences

in procedures from department to department and from course to course.

The elaborate bureaucratic rules governing registration, grading, credit

requirements and the like exist side by side with the variety of practice

arising out of the autonomy of the teacher and the department, who

appeal on one hand to the technical requirements of their own subject

matter and on the other to the vague but extensive rights and powers

implicit in the notion of academic freedom. It Is not always clear,

therefore, where discretion lies in the decisions that affect the

encounter of student and teacher, nor what the limits are on the exercise

of that discretion. For example, departments vary greatly (but within

limits) both in their "normal" teaching loads, and in the proportion

of their resulting teaching resources they assign to undergraduate courses;

the frequency of class meetings is nominally set forth in the catalogue,

and is tied to the credit value of a given course, but actually, within

On this they are final arbiters: the discipline is what they say it
is. There is no higher authority. That is a basic source of the autonomy
of big university departments.

Nevertheless, not all university departments enjoy the same
measure of autonomy in all-areas of decision. The fact of that variation
has a bearing on the introduction of academic innovations; the sources
of the variation are worth exploring further elsewhere.
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broad limits, lies in the discretion of the individual instructor;

while rrading procedures appear to be firmly fixed and enforced

throughout the university, with some very clearly defined exceUtions.

In part, the location of the decision on these matters is a

function of their visibility (the more visible, the less diversity

permitted). In part, the question of administrative convenience

is involved: the Registrar must have grades. In part, the effect of-

variations in practice on relations with other institutions is involved:

students who transfer or apply to greduate or professional school must

have records filled with standard notations regarding grades and

credits that presumably have a common meaning. But this is by no

means the whole story, and merely points to broad questions about

the location of and constraints on academic power, and about the

tension between the forces making for diversity and standardization of

pedagogic rules and practices in large public universities.

But all this, which might be called "the tactics of innovation,"

deserves more thought and discussion and.perhaps even study, along

with the inStitnticital structures and patterns it is directed't

changing or evading. We are dealing with much more elaborate, and

usually more cumbersome, administrative arrangements than are common

in the private colleges and universities. We may want to reflect on

whether our enterprise calla for a direct assault on those arrangements,

or whether.more often the freedom we need for experiment may not

.flourish in the cracks between the flagstones.
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Some tm lications for the teachin f social sciences In the lar e

state universities .

rnnovations in the undergraduate social sciences in large public

univer4ties ought to take into account the special characteristics

of those institutions, their students and faculty members. It is not

hard to imagine innovations that would have a marginal impact on such .

Institutions: they have a minority of faculty (though a somewhat

.larger minority in the humanities than in the social scielices) who

are primarily interested in teaching undergraduates, and give them

first cl.aim on .their time and energies. Such people can design courses

. involvinb high levels of Taculty involvement and student-teacher

interaction which take as their models the best practice in small

elite liberal arts colleges. Universities, at a'time of ferment and

discontent regarding undergraduate teaching, can even be persuaded to

allocate special resources of faculty to such "experimental" programs,

as evidence of their serious interest in undergraduate teaching. (This

also serves, as David Riesman would say, to "contain by partial incor-

poration.") The approximation to the liberal arts college model can

be even closer if these "experimental" courses recruit or admit students

of specially high motivation or aptitude. In effect, a tiny liberal

arts college program can be created and (perhapa temporarily) sustained

within a university department or undergraduate college.

Such marginal programs are not without value. Assuming they

are imaginative and wellZdesigned in themselves, they provide a valuable
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experience for the faculty and students directly involved, and perhaps

more important, a Souice of ideas for others throughout the system.

A central problem for large institutions is routinization and standard-

zation of modes of instruction. Anything which promotes diversity

and frees creative energy must be welcomed,.

- NeVertheless, innovations must remain marginal so long as they

'do not come to terms.with the dominant, the typical characteristics of

the large public university, its students and teachers. In my view,

the.,most important of theSe are:

a. a-relatively poor-staff-student,ratio.

b.. a research-oriented faculty with a genuine but limited
interest in undergraduate teaching

c. a student body Which is on,average relatively weaker but
also far more heterogeneous In academic ability and
motivation than its counterparts.at selective private colleges
and universities.

4. structures which make curriculum reviSion and innovation
relatively easy within departmentg and relatively difficult
across departments.

'What are some of the imPlications of these characteristics for .

_innovation and improvementa in social science teaching in big state

universities?

1.. First, an improvement in faculty resources allocated to

undergraduate teaching. Whether one thinks of mire contact with students,

or- seminars, or field work, or guided study, Or more time for course

planning and design, more fatulty time is needed than is customarily

provided for the introdUctory,gocial science' courses. I doubt if this

34-
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Is to be gained by rearranging teaching responsibilitias or by

increasing teaching loads, or by exhorting university teachers to spend

less time on research and more on teaching. Orlans and others who

speak of a "flight from the classroom" lead one to believe.that if

that flight could be halted or reversed, undergraduates would get the

teaching-they need. I believe, however, that the supposed "flight from

t:se classrOom" is a much smaller factor than are the relatively small

resources budgeted for undergraduates in the big state universities.

It.is not so much that teachers have withdrawn from undergraduate.

'teadhing, as that there weren't enough of them to begin with to do

.tesear,ch, teach graduateS, and carry the many othsr functions they

...not., Carry, as well as create and sustain an.imaginative program of

,Undergraduate teaching. is also my impreasion that there was

formerly often a kind-of division of labor within big social science

departments, between a group of men, often "local' in orientation, who

'.did relatively little research and writing but carried a dispropor-

tionate load of teaching, and anothee group, oriented toward the disci-

pline; ?research and.graduate students, who did relatively little under-

graduate teaching. My impression is that in many universities the

processes of attrition', self-selection and selective retention have
_

reduced the numbers of student-oriented "locals," while creaing

departments full of research-minded men.for whom undergraduate teaching

la 4 job but no calling,
. .

,
2. While there-are manY able, motivated students in hig state
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%universities, the size and anonymity of those institutions dilutes

them. Thus while they are present in every class, the instructor may.

not find out who they are till the end-of the semester. (If the class

is large enough and he has a Reader he-never does.) Moreover, it is
-I

very rare for a student to see a given faculty member in more than

one 'Course: student attrition is high, departMents are large, 'faculty

members very often on-leave, and' a constant Stream of short-term Visitors

'carries a significant proportion of the undergraduate-teaching "load."

Under these conditions not only can the motivated and interested

-students not make contact with their teachers, but "the5i also have

trouble finding one another. In my-own view the central probleth of
...

-uOdergraduate education in the big UniVersities lieS not so mUch in_

the curriculum as in.the logistics or ecology Of-intelleCtual life.

It is the problem of bringing lively curious students together, and d-

,t4en.somehow putting:them-in touch with a teacher. It IS the probleth

nqt
,

,so much of improving "teaching".as Of creating the conditions undbr:

Which teaching and learning:can best go forward. There are students..

:(perhaps the most highly sophisticated and motivated-of All) who can

learn from books, and distant leCturers and in. isolations but many need

the supporttimulation and correction of other student's and teacherS.

:And ibis they do not get in large anonymous classes froM remote lecturers

and 4arassed-TAs. They need td comMunicate with people who share their

questions and interests. But their dilution ,among numbers of studenta

.

Who:do not have-those interests greatly inhibits that ComMunication,
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both among students and between students and teachers. What are needed

are devices for concentrating students with common interests and facill-

tating the connections of those groups with teachers. There are of

course some "conckantrators" working even on big university campuses- --

.gtudent6 with common interests in learning do somehow meet one another --

but they are'few and especially feeble for first and second year students,

Residence halls are conspicuously-poor at this job, since they usually

have little distinctive "character,." bring peolile together at random and
, .

thus reinfoirceythe interests that comprise the collegiate subculture.,

the lowest commbn denominatOr of c011ege'Student life.- Political clubs

and:civil rights organizations do.serve this function; and one of the

-latent functione of last year's political ferment at Berkeley was to

sgrve as. a "ConCentrator" Able and motiVated students (who compriged.

disproporticinatenumber of the actfvists)e The smaller'classes 'for .

,

majora In a'field serve this fUnction.f r third and fourth year-StudentS;

-ale big introductOrY courses do not.

We can concentrate students of special ability, motivation or

other quality,-..uging such instrUmentsas tests, grades questionnaires ..

or interviewSf. or--We can permit.students to conCentrate themselves

through voluntary Self-selection. Aside frOm the fact that they do not

meet the prOblem Of the first two yearsi theY may also 'over-select"

out the highly, motivated pre-professionals who are set for graduate

school for which the honors courses are.a kind of anticiPatory social-

ization. These courses typically miss able and lively students who are
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not so clear about themselves or their futures. In Appendix 2 I

suggest, with considerable tentativeness, another kind of "honors

course," 'oesed exclusively on self-selection, and aVailable to students

,their first and second years without the necessity of having shown

high aptitude or commitment to social science, or indeed of anything

except an interest in learning, as expressed through the readiness to

take what is advertised as the more demanding of two options. I do

not pretent this is an adequate solution of the problem of the intro-

ductory course in the big state university; for one thing, it says

nothing about whit is to be done with or for "the others," the students

who out of wariness or indifference or other stronger interests are

inclined -tb "take' some courses in social science without being taken

by them. Such students perhaps need evango.lists; but evangelists are

conspicuously rare in the social science faculties of big state univer-

sities. 'With more resources put'into teething them, many suCh students

.can be-brought to See the pleasures/end intrinsic rewards of learning.

..At present they are mostly lecture 'at, fill seats and blbe books.

The tOmprehensive university

We are dealing here with problems of'"comprehensive.institutions.

of higher education," problems that resemble those encountered in the

far more familiar setting of the American public high school. By

"coMprehensive" I mean serving a very wide range-of interests and

abilities within the same institution In this sense, while American.

higher education aS a system is truly comprehebsive (unlike most systems
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of higher education abroad), very few of its constituent colleges

and universities are, and among these the big State university is the
'

only major category. The selective private institutions are not

"comprehensive," nor are most denominational collgtges, or. lesser

_regional private- colleges, or the Minor state and teachers coileges.-.

The students in-all these kinds of institutiona are far more homogeneous.

in ability, interests,'and,educationel valUes and orieniaftons thalvare

.the undergraduate Student bodies at Berkeley, or Mich-lgan, or Indiana,

or Texas.

And the educational problems of comprehensive high schOols appear

in.the big universities a-s. Well:
*

whether'to Create more homogeneous

' Subgroupsjthe different "tracks"-and "coUrses",in the high schoOls);

-hOw to allocate teachinq and other resources OnOre to the less'able.or
-

motivated"Who "need" them more 9r to the able and motivated who want

.more and meTe, Visible profit from them?); whatrare the effects Of

. 4egregating by irterest or ability, both on the more and on the less'

able (motivated, sophisticated)? In this area, as perhaps in most areas

Of public policy, moral dileMmas and questions of fact are intertwined;

: out views Oa. whether to concentrate studenta Or hoW to allocate resources

among them will surely be'influenced by knowledge of the educational

*
.

Big I.,iversities share some of the problems of comprehensive high
schools, but have some special to themselves: for example, a faculty
which typically is far more homogeneous than their students, and which
shares the values and attitudes of only the "academic" subculture among
them, (This is a problem also in high schools in big city slum areas.)



effects of those policies.

But while identifying state universities as "comprehensive

institutions" may help identify some of the problems special to them,

it does not provide clear directives for solving them. For whether to

concentrate able students or to allocate resources differently is always

a.question of:more or.less; not "whether," but "how muCh and in what

ways.". Moreover, the educational consequences of such decisions are

obscure, and affected by a host of special circumstances: campus

tradition, quality of leadership, location; size, recent events, the

climate of ideas within and outside the institutions, etc. etc. For

exaMple, a tradition of scholarship; leaders interested in intellectual

as well as adMinistrative and financial problems; nearness td urban.

centers of cUlture; ferment associated with student or faculty dis-

satisfactions; a climate on and off campus favorable to academic tnnova-

tions all- these and other'factors and:cOnditions properly affect the .

nature of the innovations one might suppórt Thus, in my.own inatitution

believe our ablest students need to be Identified earlier, brought

together more, and taught by the faculty. I aiso.think MOst of the

"favorable" conditions I mention abOve are true for Berkeley t the:.

moment. Under these conditions (but probably not in their absence),I.

think.we can go further in the direction I have sketched Without:creating

educational slums elsewhere in the institution -- a danget under any'

circumstances, though a greater danger where these "favorable" conditions

do not exiat0

*
But since knowledge based on evidence about these matters is rarely
available, and is difficult and expensive to acquire, and since in any
-event it will only be one factor among others in choosing among policies,
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The problems of comprehensive higher education are endemic to the

undergraduate colleges of big state universities. I doubt if they will

- become mare selective; indeed, if the pressure for places from state

residents forces them to cut back their admissions of out-of-state

'..Siudents, they may well become effectively less selective, (though.this.

May be balanced if a broad system of Federal scholarships encourages

more able youngsters to go to the state university rather than commute

to a nearby state or junior college). In any event, the enormous

heterogeneity of the students will persist, and be especially marked

in the first two years-

The faculty members of the academic departments af state univer,

sities have not advertised the comprehensive character of their insti-

tutions in partl because many of them have t ied to pretend that they

are teaching in private universities run on public funds, Their

salaries, teaching loads, faculty autonomy and self-government, gradua-Ce

students, research support, leave policies, all support the illusion,

The fantasy is really dispelled in daily experience only in relation

to the undergraduates, and can be sustained even there if one teaches

them infrequently, impersonally, and as if they were all majors and

candidates for graduate school- (The illusion is also dispelled

periodically by events arising out of the university's relations with

its social and political environment; and most brutally at times of

crises,) But this illusion, whatever function ieserves for the

recruitment and retention of the faculty, does not serve the interests

cont from- previous page)
.it is more common to sUbstitute wisdom (i.e currently held beliefs
and assumptions) which,is anyway cheaper and possessed by everyone (even
if it.is not always the same wisdom).

28
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of.the undergraduates, nor of good teaching of undergraduate social

science. And it certainly interferes with our seeing the problems Of

undergraduate teaching in the state_university, or of doing mnIch about

them.

Nothing- I have said in these notes should be taken as critical

of- efforts to design new and better introductory courses In the'social_.

-sciences. I agree that the ways in which students are Introduced t

social science is very often dull and unsatisfaCtory. But I have.been

speaking to different questions, namely, to Some of the characteristies.

of big public universities which condition ov- efforts to reform the

way social science is taught (and especially introduced) in them. We

may be tare successfUl in those effort's if we know more about the

environment and the taw materials of our experiments. I feel more

confident about the nature of the problems I.have discussed than about

their "-solutions"; clearer also that the ".solutions" will differ in

different-institutions than about what should be done in any one of

them; 'But we-need not wait until we have more knowledge; indeed,. one

. Way to learn about.the state university as a context for innovation is

to. try tO innovate.and see what happens. Let us by all means design

new courses and new ways of teadhing; but let us also attend to their

fate

39



Appendix 1

-- It may be of interest to compare the Scholastic Aptitude Test scores of entering
Freshmen at Berkeley with other Freshmen classes in institutions with which we are
competitive for faculty. While Scholastic Aptitude Test scores are only moderately
good predictors of any individual student's academic succese in college, the dis-
tribution of those scores are certainly indicative of the academic potential of an
entering college class. The.SAT verbal profiles for boys from public high schools
entering Berkeley, Harvard, Stanford, Cal Tech and MIT in 1960 are shown in Table 1,
together with the,profiles for the classes entering the University of Michigan and
Cornell in 1964.

I

Table I*

SAT Verbal Profilet_aer cent

Males from public schools, 1960*
Enrolled

Freshmen, 1964**

Berkeley Harvard Stanford Cal Tech MIT Michigan Cornell**

Score
Intervals

#700-749-

600-649
650.7699 10

' 16

3
30

750-800

550-599. 20
500-549 20
450-499 1

.:400-449
350-399

29

300-349.

9

4

2

46

19

2

78
15
25
27
18
9

2

1

71
35
28
16
10
1

1
-_-

89
24
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Other selective private liberal arts c011eges show distributions similar to Harvard's
and Stanford's. For example, at Amherst,. 81% of entering Freshmen had SAT Verbal
scores of.600"or higher (1960),

When.we look at these distributions, we see that Berkeleyis (and Michigan's)
undergraduates are in a different league as compared with the other private colleges
and universities with which we exchange faculty. But the distributions conceal the
fact ehat the very large size of our entering classes means that in absolute numbers
we have many more highly able students than any one of these other institutions.

From Table * in "Interim Report of the Committee on Limitation of Enrollment,"
in Notice of Meeting, Berkeley Division, April 14, 1954.,

From cgu; Manual of Freshman Class. profiles, 1965-1967. The figures for Cornell
are for FreshMen enrolled in the.College of Arts and Sciences; for Michigan, all
enrolled Freshmen.
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For example:

Table 2*

1960-1961
SAT Verbal Scores

700 orhigher

650 or higher

600 or higher

Number of Entering Students

in Each Category

Berkeley. Amherst

112. -.50

.421 134.

965 (30%) 216

Cal Tech

54

131

185

MIT

181

445

700 (90%)

Berkeley with.3551 entering Freshmen in that year had nearly as many entrants
scoring over 650 on the SAT Verbal as MIT, and more than MIT and Cal Tech Combined
with SAT.scOrez of 600 or better. And yet that score represented only 30% of.
Berkeley's entering class, as compared with between 80 and 90% of the entrants at
the other three institutions.

We could tell much the aame story if we had comparable measures of academic
,

motivation and seriousness.of purpose: relatively small proportions but large
Clumbers at Berkeley, as oompared wlth other leading aelective institutions.

Berkeley has a good number of able and motivated students. But as a minority,
they cannot set the intelleCtual climate of the undergraduate colleges; and thus
it is hard for the f.aculty to identify and teach them,

Looked at another way, almost a third of our entering class as recently as
1960 had SAT Verbal scbres-of below 500, (That compares with 1-2% with.scOres
in this rangeat Harvard) .Stanford., Cal Tech, etc,). While comparable data on
Berkeley for more recent yearShave not been compiled, there is evidence that the
distributions of scores have not cianged much, That means that we now admit (as
we did in 1960) over a.thousailk: Freshmen with SAT Verbal scores of below 50, and.
over 500 with scotes below 450.

Kutztown State College, Pennsylvania, admitted 534 Freshmen in 1961.
Their student body is'notacademically distinguiahed: Only 6% hadSAT.Verbal scores
of 600 or higher while 637 had scores under 500--that is, 312 students, Berkeley
admits three Kutztown Freshmen classes. (at least on this measure of academic
potential) along with its MIT Class.and a good many others.besides.

Absolute numbers for Stanford and Harvard are not available. Other figures from
Manual of Freshmen Class Profiles, College Entrance Examination Board (1961 edition
The Berkeley figures supplied by the University Office of Educational Relations.
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Appendix 2

A Proposal for an Honors College at Berkeley

.Itis by now almost a platitude that a central difficulty at Berkeley arisesfrom the fact that our faculty centers most of its energies and attentions.on
graduate inatruction and researeh, while tending to slight undergraduate instruction.This is not to say that many of our staff are not devoted and conscientious
teachers who prepare their lectures with care and try to find time for under-
graduates. *But, by and large, I think it is fair to say .that undergraduates
at Berkeley get less personal attentica from the faculty than thley get elsewhereor than they.need, This certainly is supported by data from a current study of
Berkeley and seven other institutiona.

The common response to this is to say that "something muSt be done,",andto call in vague ways for more attention to undergraduate teaching- But I thinkthis overlooks some hard facts about our undergraduates. It is true that faculty
time and attention here is drawn off by research and graduate students, and thatthe ieward system encourages propensities already strong in the kinds of men Whoare recruited to Berkeley, But there is another reason why teaching doesn't get
its proper attention from our staff: it is a great part of the time simply notsufficiently rewarding for the teacJier,. And this is because our undergraduatebody 48 a very heterogeneous group of students, many of them of.only modesttalent, many more of them not deeply interested in advancing their own education.

'I do not think that in the fo-::eseeable future we can do anything to change
the character of the whole undergraduate student body (as', for example, Stanfordhas Over the past decade). But I think we must'find some way of identifying
within our present student body the able and motivated students early, of bringingthem together, and providing them, at least, with the personal contact withfaculty, in small classes, seminars and eVen group tutorials, that is necessaryfor a genuine liberal education. As a means to that end I.would like to suggestthe creation of an Honors College, withthese characteristics:.

J..- First, it would exist as a distinct and somewhat autonomous.collegeWithin or parallel to the College of Letters and Science, it would acceptstudents at entrance, or any time thereafter) and would permit them to
stay within it, on condition of acceptable performance, throughout theirfour years,

2. Second, it should not be highly selective on previous academic per-formance. Rather, it should have quite liberal standards of entry,
excluding only those students with marginal records- It should, however,be known as a college with a more demanding curriculum than the standard
curriculuM, It would make clear that while its students will get more
intensive instruction, it will demand a larger commitment from its
students to their own self-education, The rewards of teaching are afunction less of the innate ability of students (above a reasonable miniMum,
which most of our students meet) than of their seriousness of purpose.
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Applicants to the Honors College will be asserting their seriousness
of purpose, A short interview with a faculty member prior to entry
,should be able to underline the nature of their commitment.

3. Students should bcipermitted to withdraw from the Honors College
and return to the ordinary curriculum at the end of any semester
without prejudice or negative mark on their records, Similarly,
since the penalty for dismissal is light--i.e., return to the ordinary
curricUlum rather than dismissal from the university--a student should
be able to be dismissed from the College fairly easily on evidence that
he is not p7repared to do the kind of quality of work it asks of him.

Degrees earned in the Honors College should be the same degrees
earned through the regular curriculum, without any special notation
such as "graduation with Honors," The rewards of work in the Honors
College should be intrinsic, so far as possible. Moreover, not making
this distinction in degrees should remove the administrative difficulty
regarding easy transfer between the ordinary curriculum and the Honors
College.

4. 'The Honors College should be taught primarily, if not exclusively,-
by meMbers of the faculty, although good use can be made of. graduate
.students as teaching aides of various kinds, I do not want to suggest
'hard rules on this, since the economics of the situation, and the
circumstances of different departments, need to be taken into account.
But the prio:iple that the main, burden of teaching remain with the
faculty is .-.entral to the whole idea.

5. The question of how the teaching staff for the Honors College should
be selected and organized is a knotty one One Solution would be to
assume that faculty Members will teach partly in the regular curriculum,
partly in the Honors College,.depending on their interests and the
necessity of providing instruction to all undergraduates. Preferable,
to my mind, is for the Honors College to have its own attached body of
faculty, made up of members of the faculty who are most deeply.interested
in undergraduate education, and who volunteer for the College I am
quite sure there will be a fair proportion of our faculty which will not
.want to give the time and energy that suCh an'appointnient would entail; I
am equally sure there will be many who will. The advantage for the
student is the obvious one of continuity and the opportunity to work with
a. man for more than one semester Or quarter, Moreover, such a body of .

faculty may be able to develop new programs of instruction ia a way that
would not be possible if the Honors College had the partial attention of
the whole body of the faculty, The obvious shortcoming of such an
arrangement--the creation,of a "Class" system among the faculty--is,
I think, not so serious, since the prestige of undergraduate instruction,
even in an Honors College;. is simply not so great at Berkeley, as over
against other sources of prestige arising from research and graduate
instruction.
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However, a faculty member's appointment to the Honors College
should be for a definite period--say, three or five years--with the
understanding that a fair proportion of the faculty may wish to with-
draw from the program for periods devoted more intensively to research
and graduate instiuction. In fact, one might argue for a policy of
not permitting more than two consecutive terms in the Honors College,
as a way of preventing the emergence of two distinct groups--a teaching
staff nd a research staff--within the faculty.

6. A body of able and motivated students in contact with faculty who
have volunteered for a period of more intensive teaching are the necessary
conditions for the development of effective and genuinely integrated
programs of undergraduate instruction. I do not wish here to make any
suggestions along those lines, since such a program can only arise out
of the thinking of people from many different departments. Bur such a
College could certainly experiment With various arrangements--inter7
disciplinary courses, the partial abolition of grading (as has recently
been done at Cal Te. d elsewhere):t and so forth--that are less easy to
introduce in Letters aud Science as a whole, The existence of such a
College, and of a.body of men more or less continuously concerned with
improving the quality and effectiveness of the undergraduate program,
would I believe fill a very serious lack at Berkeley.

One objection to an honors College is that it would separate the students
into a more and a less privileged group, certainly with respect to the attention
gtven to them by the faculty. But such A distinction would be rooted in the only
grounds which can be defended as legitimate-that is, in the expressed interests
and demonstrated abilities Of the atudentsthemselves. And if the chief cri-
terion of entry were not academic performance but seriousness of purpose and
interest in one's own education, I do not think those outside the College could
have any legitimate basis for complaint. Moreover, many other colleges, both
public and private, have.some kind of honors program or experimental college,
without apparent difficulty, (Michigan is-one Of theta.) And we might certainly
Want to learn from tbem.

There haa been a good deal of loose-thought and conjecture, especially in
connection with the recent disturbances, eout the alienation of our students,
and their discontent with the factory-like atmosphere of Berkeley. There is,
I think, a good deal f truth in these observatiOns, but I believe it applies
not to our whole undergtaduate body, but toi' a significant fraction of.it, A
very large part of our undergraduates are getting the kind of education they
want and expect, They are here more or less because it is expected of them;
they have certain notions of what they have to learn to be a college graduate,
and by and large our courses meet their expectations, I am not saying that
some of those students .could not be induced to raise their intellectual horizons
by closer and more serious attention from their teachers, The Honors College,
as I have suggested it, would ask'of them for adMission only an expression of
interest on their part in their own education; without that, nothing very
important is likely to happen to them while they are here, regardless of what
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we do. I do not mean to sound cynical, but I think we must recognize what we
cannot do in order to be able to do-more than we are now doing for students who
can profit friom closer attention. It is the serious students, those with high
demands and expectations of us, who are discouraged and alienated by mass
processing and mass education at Berkeley.

Our inattention to undergraduate instruction is not only dangerous, it
is wrong, I do not propose a dimunution in resources devoted to research and
graduate instruction; I believe that any attack on research in the name of
teaching would be disastrous for a university that is not a liberal arts
college, but rather an international center of learning, But I think that
our efforts in undergraduate education must be more focused and differentiated,
and must reflect the enormous differences within the stLdent body, in their
intellectual orientations and aspirations as well as in their academic abilities,
differences which we see in our classrooms as, well as in the data of research
studies. We cannot mount an undergraduate program of very high quality for the
whole body of our undergraduates, both because we don't have the resources for
it, and also because many of our students would resist ite But we can at least
teach our most serious and dedicated students more effectively than we doe
An Honors College might be one way to help us begin to do that,


